Deformation of the dog lung in the chest wall.
Data on the shape of the chest wall at total lung capacity (TLC) and functional residual capacity (FRC) were used as boundary conditions in an analysis of the deformation of the dog lung. The lung was modeled as an elastic body, and the deformation of the lung from TLC to FRC caused by the change in chest wall shape and gravity were calculated. Parenchymal distortions, distributions of regional volume at FRC as a fraction of the volume at TLC, and distributions of surface pressure at FRC are reported. In the prone dog there are minor variations in fractional volume along the cephalocaudal axis. In transverse planes opposing deformations are caused by the change of shape of the transverse section and the gravitational force on the lung, and the resultant fractional volume and pleural pressure distributions are nearly uniform. In the supine dog, there is a small cephalocaudal gradient in fractional volume, with lower fractional volume caudally. In transverse sections the heart and abdomen extend farther dorsally at FRC, squeezing the lung beneath them. The gradients in fractional volume and pleural pressure caused by shape changes are in the same direction as the gradients caused by the direct gravitational force on the lung, and these two factors contribute about equally to the large resultant vertical gradients in fractional volume and pleural pressure. In the prone position the heart and upper abdomen rest on the rib cage. In the supine posture much of their weight is carried by the lung.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)